Abstract: Tropospheric delay is a primary error source in earth observations and a variety of radio navigation technologies. In this paper, the relationship between zenith tropospheric delays and the elevation and longitude of stations is analyzed using the zenith tropospheric delay fmal products of International GNSS Service ( IGS) stations from 2011. Two new models are proposed for estimating zenith tropospheric delays from regional CORS data without meteorological data. The proposed models are compared with the direct interpolation method and the remove-restore method using data from Guangxi CORS. The results show that the new models significandy improve the calculated precision. Finally , the root mean square ( RMS) errors of the new models were used to estimate the surface precipitahle water vapor ( PWV) value at CORS station, which was determined to be less than 2 mm.
Introduction
Tropospheric delay is well-known to be a major source of error in GPS surveying. (DIM) [Ill, ( 1) 
2 Data processing method
The GPS data are processed using the GAMIT version GAMIT ZTD estimates can be used as reference values in this paper. 
3 Establisbment of new models
where a~ , a~ , · · · , a~ are the polynomial coefficients 
Estimation of precipitable water vapor using the EIIBT model
In this section , the accuracy of the EHBT model for estimating the PWV is validated. First, the hydrostatic zenith delay ( ZHD) is calculated by using the Saastamonien model [ 3 J. The formula is expressed as follows:
where P. is the total pressure ( hPa) at the earth's surface, A is the latitude, and H is the height above the ellipsoid ( in kilometers ) . The zenith wet delay ( ZWD) is obtained by subtracting the ZHD from the ZTD that was estimated using the EHBT model. The ZWD is subsequently multiplied by a conversion con-
The constant K is defined as follows :
where Rv is the specific gas constant for the water vapor, p is the density of water, k; where is the surface temperature in. This can subsequently be converted into precipitable water vapor. Mterwards, the PWVs of sites JZOS, JZ12, JZ18 and JZ26 are calculated using the EHBT model. The results are compared with those from the GAMIT software (Fig. 8) . 
